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Topics 

 The scope of Apheleia 

 The region 

 



Scope 
• Apheleia partnership 

• Spreading within the EU and beyond 

• Build from Rio+20, IYGU, CIPSH, ISSC, etc. 

To establish a solid consortium of academic and non-academic 
partners 

• Intensive programs 2015, 2016, 2017 

• Essays at distance 
To train a selection of EU students on the complex use of 
convergent multidisciplinary tools for cultural integrated landscape 
management, 

• Academic thought advances 

• Specific strategies (inclusion, equity) 

• Specific territories case studies 

To collect, analyze and synthetize the rich field experiences 
gathered by the partnership members 

• Human sciences 

• Social sciences 

• Natural sciences 

To involve basic disciplinary core required competences 
permanently integrated through transversal competences 

• Website setting 

• Lexicon debate 

• 3 Books 

To produce a common lexicon + website and a series of reference 
publications 

• Prepare modules 

• Prepare reference papers 

• Introduce contents in existing courses 
To pave the way for a new European Master 



Aims and responsibilities 



The Lexicum 
The lexicum will have several sections:  

 Global sustainability (coord. IPT); 

 Local-global interactions understanding (coord. FSUJ); 

 Regional development praxis (coord. CIMT, MM); 

 Fossil energy and sustainability (coord. UC-CGeo). 

 Small and medium entreprises (coord. B&P); 

 Natural resources and human adaptations throughout time (coord. 
UniFe); 

 Cultural landscapes (coord. UJM); 

 Low complexity production technologies (coord. ACINEP); 

 Urbanism and architecture (coord. BTU); 

 Art, history and landscape (coord. UEx); 

 Extra-European past contexts (coord. MNHN); 

 Heritage quality assessment (coord. HERITY); 

 Communication (coord. VU) ; 

 Documentation (VNMMB). 

 

 

 

 Each of us  must identify 3 keywords and: 

 Briefly define the word/concept; 

 Indicate synonyms of it; 

 Indicate its translation into at least two other 

languages. 



The 2015 Book 
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The region and the challenge 
  How to introduce mid-long term 

reasoning into short-term pressing 

dilemmas? 

 

 Which can be your suggestions for the 

region’s integration and management, until 

2020, based on today’s presenation, the 

lectures and the WS? 

 

 How can you maximise your academic 

diversity and your distant sight in this 

context? 


